As an important part of the ore transportation route, the open-pit ore bin can store ore when there is more incoming material in the upper stream and act as a buffer. When the material is missing, it can be fed to prevent the downstream machine from idling. We can calculate the location of a certain grade of ore through the volume of the mine heap to prepare for the later addition of ore. The volume of the ore bunker is roughly estimated by human observation, which results in a large volume error and affects the later addition of ore. In order to avoid the deviation of the volume calculation caused by rough estimation, a volume model calculation method based on ore heap is proposed. Through the research on the mechanism of ore heap formation mechanism, the principle of integration in higher mathematics is used to reasonably divide the ore heap. Therefore, an accurate formula for calculating the volume of the ore heap is obtained, which provides accurate guidance for the later addition of ore.
Introduction
This paper discusses a volume model calculation method based on ore heap, Firstly, use 3D modeling method to build a three-dimensional heap model [5, 6] , Using the constructed three-dimensional heap model to get a Mine heap volume model calculation formula, Finally, we can use the level gauge to get real-time parameters for the height of three ore piles H, 1 h 和 2 h , Substituting three parameters into the Mine heap volume model calculation formula, The volume of the heap can be obtained in real time, Calculate the location of a certain grade of ore, it is Prepare for later dosing.
Silo Volume Model Creation

Basic Situation of Mine
As shown in Figure 1 , The mine is in a fixed position, The ore conveyed by the belt is stored in a silo, 2 discharge ports per silo. 
Basic Model Establishment
For the convenience of model construction, Construct a basic model, Just call the basic model formula to complete the theoretical calculation of various situations.
Step one: The mine heap is a positive conical type with a bottom radius r and a stacking angle α , Establish a rectangular coordinate system as shown in Figure 3 .As shown in Figure 3 , Cone ABC is the storage cone of ore, Outlet on point F on axis X, Cone FED is an inverted cone formed at point F, The intersection of the two cones is the ore-volume V intersect. Step two: The upper half of the intersecting entity in Figure. 5 can be equivalent to the solid part after the cone is truncated by the plane, and [3] . Figure 5 . Plane-cutting cone schematic.
Step three: in Figure 6 6 5 4 [2, 3] . Step four: Established rectangular coordinate system Step seven: Finally, we can know the basic model formula of a mine (14) below, Get the ore heap volume [4] .
